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It has been widely reported that the early degeneration of articular cartilage involves the loss of proteoglycan and damage of collagen matrix integrity, which together may lead to tissue softening, swelling, thickness changing and roughening of the cartilage surface. During the last decade, researchers have made many efforts to correlate these changes reflected by mechanical, acoustical, and morphological parameters of cartilage with its degeneration levels using ultrasound and other techniques. In comparison with conventional ultrasonography for imaging joints, quantitative ultrasound measurements using higher frequencies not only achieve better resolution for thickness and surface roughness but also provide acoustic and mechanical parameters of articular cartilage for early diagnosis of degeneration. Since quantitative ultrasound probes are normally designed to use with arthroscopy, it is able to access any location of a joint with a cost of being minimally invasive. In this editorial, we limited our discussion specifically to quantitative ultrasound measurement in relation to the work reported by Kuroki and colleagues \[[@B1]\] in a previous issue of *Arthritis Research & Therapy*. For details of conventional noninvasive ultrasonography for osteoarthritis evaluation, readers may refer to recent review articles \[[@B2]-[@B4]\].

It is encouraging to see the development of quantitative ultrasound techniques from laboratory to clinical use for the assessment of articular cartilage degeneration. In their recent study, Kuroki and colleagues \[[@B1]\] investigated the correlations between International Cartilage Repair Society (ICRS) grading and ultrasound signal intensity, echo duration, and interval between signals. It was reported that \'signal intensity of grade 0 cartilage was significantly greater than those of grade 1, grade 2, or grade 3 cartilage\'. The result appears to suggest that \'signal intensity\' alone could potentially be used to differentiate normal cartilage from that with degeneration provided that signal intensity information of the normal state is available. In our opinion, such potentials should be considered carefully, taking into account the ultrasound measurement system and the intrinsic physical properties of the tissue.

The \'signal intensity, echo duration, and interval between signals\' derived from the reflected ultrasound echoes using wavelet or other methods are not intrinsic mechanical properties and can be affected by different factors \[[@B5],[@B6]\]. In physics, the \'signal intensity\' relates to the tissue reflection coefficient, impedance, elastic modulus, and surface conditions, not simply \'a measure of superficial cartilage integrity\' as defined by the authors \[[@B1]\]. The \'echo duration\' relates to frequency-dependent attenuation, surface roughness, and curvature. The \'interval between signals\' relates to both tissue thickness and speed of sound. Furthermore, with respect to a specific ultrasound system setup (including the parameters used for pulser/receiver and focusing of transducer), signal intensity is also sensitive to the distance between the transducer and tissue, orientation of the transducer (incidence angle of ultrasound beam), and curvature of the tissue surface besides the tissue state. The echo duration can be affected by the characteristics of ultrasound transducer, such as its frequency response and beam width, and those of pulser/receiver, such as pulse duration, filter setting, and damping. Therefore, unless all affecting factors can be controlled and standardized, even a significant correlation between ultrasonic parameters and clinical grades obtained by a specific device might provide limited information.

Furthermore, this study used \'interval between signals\' to correlate with ICRS grades, making the result difficult to interpret because the speed of sound and the thickness both can contribute to the change of the interval. Although the authors did discuss the effect of swelling on the speed of sound, they neglected to address the fact that thickness could also be affected during swelling. If these intrinsic physical properties are reported, comparison of results from different specimens, species, devices, and investigative approaches would become more feasible and meaningful. The making of assumptions, which are used as the basis for obtaining the intrinsic physical properties, is inevitable. Knowing what assumptions were made helps researchers to anticipate or know what possible factors may affect the results. This in turn will promote better understanding of the assumptions and factors involved, which leads to the development of new approaches.

Instead of using \'signal intensity\', a number of papers have reported the use of ultrasound reflection coefficient \[[@B7]\], integrated reflection coefficient \[[@B8]\], and echo frequency spectrum \[[@B9]\] to assess cartilage degeneration. To provide a better thickness measurement using ultrasound, researchers have made efforts to investigate the depth dependency of speed of sound \[[@B10]\] and techniques for measuring speed of sound *in situ*\[[@B11]\]. To quantify the surface roughness directly, a new method using ultrasound scanning has been proposed \[[@B12]\]. Ultrasound has been used along with mechanical disturbance methods, such as indentation \[[@B7],[@B13]\], water jet indentation \[[@B14]\], compression \[[@B15]\], or osmosis loading \[[@B16]\], to measure more intrinsic mechanical properties and their depth dependency. Some of these techniques may not yet be ready for clinical trials, but they can provide valuable fundamental information to drive development forward, with the ultimate aim of providing reliable clinical tools for early diagnosis of osteoarthritis. Readers may refer to Wang and colleagues \[[@B17]\] for a more comprehensive list of related references.

In summary, while quantitative ultrasound has demonstrated promising potential in assessing cartilage degeneration, an understanding of its physical principles and limitations is necessary. We suggest that engineers in the field aim to develop new techniques to obtain intrinsic physical parameters of cartilage. We also hope that clinicians in the field (or through collaboration with their engineer colleagues) fully understand the physical principles of the measurement and what the obtained parameters physically represent before trying to interpret the data and look for correlations. The success of quantitative ultrasound for bone mineral density assessment should be attributed in part to its direct measurement of intrinsic physical parameters, including speed of sound and attenuation \[[@B18]\], which made cross-center comparison and instrumentation standardization possible. We believe only quantitative ultrasound assessment using more intrinsic physical parameters can lead to reliable clinical devices for early evaluation of osteoarthritis. Finally, we commend Kuroki and colleagues for demonstrating to us the use of a miniaturized probe with simplified data interpretation for clinical trials. No doubt, advancement based on this work will ensue.
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